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Abstract

The rising tide of right-wing populist governments or groups all across the world that is set to disrupt consolidated democracies or hinder democratic progress in developing nations has become a subject of intense debate, particularly after the victory of Donald Trump in the U.S. in 2016. Since these movements seek to acquire power through legitimate means such as elections, the danger is obvious. They use a wide variety of tools to undermine democratic institutions, manipulate information and consolidate their bases by divisive populist rhetoric. In the past, populism erupted in various regions. For the first time, it is spreading across the world.

There have been past cycles of populist upheaval in the past, but the rise of Donald Trump and his movement is the biggest in history with profound consequences. We defined populism not as a discursive rhetorical style or political practice but as an ideology that requires 1) an enemy 2) a leader.

Most studies about populism tried to frame it under few theories. One of the most important theories is a Losers of Modernization Theory – an idea that left-behinds and losers of modernization in the 50s and 60s joined populist movements (today globalization). Constructivists claimed that populism is a political tool and a discursive style. Counter-Silent Revolution theory claims that populist movements emerged as a response to Silent Revolution of Hippies and Leftists in the 1970s. Some scholars argue that the lack of institutionalization was a major reason why people felt disillusioned about the government and underrepresented. People wanted to channel their frustration through
outside powers, this theory claimed.

Past studies also argue that populist movements emerge simply because some populist politicians are deploying certain rhetoric as a tactical instrumentalization – basically exploiting the people for their own political goals. Others suggest that populist movements emerge to achieve one overarching, time-limited goal. It has a beginning and an end. It is a political project.

In this thesis, I hypothesized that people follow populist leaders when they feel financially and culturally insecure. Fear of losing one’s job is the main driving force behind a populist movement. People who would gladly follow a populist leader usually think that open borders, immigration, multiculturalism, globalization, the Wall Street, Washington Establishment, biased media, other countries that are trying to take advantage, automation, environment, restrictive regulations, unpatriotic leaders, special interest groups are major actors that would put them in a financially difficult position and threaten their privileged white and Christian identity. To test the hypothesis, I surveyed partisan literature and campaign speeches of leaders in Turkey and the U.S. to see how economic insecurity and nationalism brought votes and kept these movements consolidated.

I found that there is a strong correlation between people fearing of losing their financial footing and cultural status and voting for populist leaders who would protect their jobs and cultural superiority.
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Buoyed by the election of President Donald J. Trump in the U.S., most right-wing movements, groups and political parties around the world were encouraged to push forward with their agendas, most of which include xenophobic and nationalist policy items, and made successful attempts to secure governments or become part of governments.¹

The rise of the right in Europe has started well before the victory of President Trump in the U.S. The right-wing politics received a major impetus during the refugee crisis in 2015,² when over a million refugees started pouring into Europe. These incidents reinforced right-wing politicians’ programs that envisioned a Europe with strong borders and strict immigration policies. Most of these refugees were admitted by Germany, costing German Chancellor Angela Merkel a substantial parliamentary majority in 2017 elections.³ Berlin spearheaded E.U. talks with Turkey to curb irregular migration in exchange for


generous donations. Populist movements, as it is obvious from this particular incident, can include followers that share a wide variety of backgrounds and can represent a widely diverse political, social, and economic class. They usually come together in a shared distaste of “others” who pose an economic and cultural challenge. The refugee crisis in 2015 was a perfect storm – millions of culturally different people are flocking to capitals in Europe in the midst of economic difficulties. This refugee crisis has become an appropriate political fodder for right-wing and populist groups across Europe and empowered populist parties to win election after election in Europe.

In the summer of 2016, right-wing populists received another boost with the unexpected victory of Brexit supporters in the United Kingdom. To everyone’s surprise, politicians promoting Brexit, most of whom were fringe figures until then, entered into the mainstream politics. Brexit vote revealed that populist rhetoric reverberates among the public, no matter whether or not a campaign is conducted through misleading information and outright lies. Unprecedented numbers of campaign flyers, slogans and promotional materials of political discourse unevenly targeted immigrants and refugees, especially those that arrived into Europe a year before, not even the U.K. But it was enough political


material for pro-Leave groups in Britain to rally with it. The campaign to break the U.K. from Europe exploited sensitivities in the society, especially xenophobic ones, and presented a dystopian future in the scenario the U.K. does not divorce from the European bloc. It used false and misleading information -- on social media, traditional media and billboards -- to rally people around an idea that Brexit is an answer to all of Britain’s ills, including its economic woes. British people felt that they were misled and that the referendum in 2016 was not the one that was fairly campaigned. A demand for a second referendum was trending in 2019, almost three years after the Leave campaign won. When Leave campaign declared victory, it encouraged similar-minded movements across the world that it is possible to enter into the mainstream politics.

Candidate Trump was one of them. He promised during the electoral campaign that the Americans will see “another Brexit.” His unexpected victory in 2016 rang alarm bells across the world and raised concerns that the populist tide could be unstoppable. His victory also came as a complementary element to Brexit and other small-scale victories in Europe.


and across the world. It was a negative omen for most pro-democracy movements, immediately raised concerns about the direction of the world politics and vindicated pro-Trump and pro-populist movements that “rightful owners” of governments will take back what is theirs. To reinforce their ideology of “no immigration, homeland first”, they also shared a view that globalism only benefits special interest groups and minorities, hurt national companies and challenged their country’s historical and cultural dominance in the regional order and in the global order (in the case of the U.S.).

In France, right-wing politician Marine Le Pen broadened her fan base in 2017 elections that brought Emmanuel Macron to power. It was the biggest victory of far-right politics in France and will undoubtedly help shape French politics as a significantly stronger opposition. In Austria, a party founded by neo-Nazis after the World War II has become a government coalition partner after Sebastian Kurz was elected as the chancellor in 2017 elections. The right-wing Freedom Party is the senior partner in the coalition government and its leader had become Vice-Chancellor.

In the Netherlands, Islamophobic Geert Wilders’ Freedom Party, hoping to make


electoral breakthrough, came second in 2017 elections, securing significant number of seats.¹⁵ To blunt Wilders’ thunder, front-runner Mark Rutte (who later became the prime minister) had to use a populist and anti-immigrant rhetoric. In Germany, Alternative for Germany (AfD), a far-right party with disturbing neo-Nazi links, gained seats in the Parliament for the first time and upset coalition talks with Chancellor Angela Merkel. The AfD has become the most popular second party in Germany by early 2018.¹⁶

In Italy, the economy had been faring poorly for over a decade and the unemployment figure was around 11 percent. This number was even worse (at 18 percent) in the more impoverished Southern districts. Youth unemployment was the highest in Europe, which was around 47 percent. When Five-Star party promised for unemployment benefits, people voted for them en masse. Almost one-third of all votes went to populist Five-Star and anti-migrant League Party received 17 percent. It is led by another populist anti-migrant politician Matteo Salvini.¹⁷

These populist victories came after Italy was going downward with a slow-motion economic decline. While eurozone, especially countries like France and Germany, posted


strong economic growth, Italy's economy shrank by 7.2 percent.\textsuperscript{18}

The Arab Spring and events following the turmoil in North Africa also fueled an enormous amount of refugee influx, using Sicily and Southern Italy as a gateway to Europe. This has in turn created a strain on Italian politics, stoking anti-migrant political discourse that easily translated into votes. People voted for anti-elitist, right-wing, and populist candidates. In Poland and Hungary, populist ruling parties have already put the European values at test, pushing the limits of European standards. Their xenophobic, nationalist and euroskeptic policies have also taken a toll on these countries’ democratic progress. These government have stepped in to control the judiciary and intimidate the media.\textsuperscript{19}

Europe is not the only place that is plagued with populist menace. In the Philippines, populist leader Rodrigo Duterte, enjoying high-level popularity, has been conducting a campaign of extrajudicial killings in the country despite international condemnation.\textsuperscript{20} In India, Narendra Modi is another populist politician whose approval ratings are high and pose threat to the world’s largest democracy.\textsuperscript{21}


In Turkey, Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan continues to exploit every page in a populist playbook to consolidate his power, to crack down on critics and to transform the society in his mold.  

Most of these ominous developments were aided by President Trump’s incessant attacks on the media and his rhetoric that undermines democratic institutions. It is not surprising that world’s most autocratic leaders have been repeating Trump’s “fake news” line to attack critics and the media.

The recent upsurge of right-wing populist governments or groups all across the world has alarmed many pro-democracy groups and governments around the world. The rise and increasingly louder voice of right-wing groups, movements, parties and interest groups in the world, but particularly in advanced Western democracies, has now become a source of concern. Limited cycles of populist upheavals had in the past shaken political


systems from time to time in many regions, but the current tide and especially its conquest of the U.S. politics is so far the biggest one with profound and unpredictable consequences.

The current wave of populism has raised suspicions over its ability to disrupt consolidated democracies or hinder democratic progress in developing nations.\textsuperscript{26} Scholars, decision-makers or public policy observers are puzzled over how to address the recent spike in populist mobilization.\textsuperscript{27} While populists claim that their movement is a force for good and a way to take back corrupt establishment and give them back to the people,\textsuperscript{28} their critics ring alarm bells over the fate of democracy.\textsuperscript{29}

Hardly anyone has a right answer to how to address this populist surge in politics. To get it right, the first step should be to understand the origins of a populist uprising. Since different scholars regard populism not as an ideology or a political practice but rather a discursive and rhetorical style to achieve a certain political goal, they claim that its cause is an intention by politicians to exploit certain sentiments for certain political agendas.\textsuperscript{30}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{27} Richard Maher, “Populism is still a threat to Europe -- here's how to contain it.” \textit{The Conversation}, June 6, 2017, theconversation.com/populism-is-still-a-threat-to-europe-heres-how-to-contain-it-78821.
\end{itemize}
Populism, for these researchers, is a political tool that could be deployed at any time. This type of explanation solely puts emphasis on the character of a populist leader. It is true that for populist movements to emerge and get louder, a leader with a populist rhetoric is essential. But that leader is not necessarily only exploiting sensitivities of people who otherwise possess different types of ideologies. Those leaders are whipping up already dormant anti-elite sentiments and drive up anti-establishment anger among them. I investigate what causes a populist uprising and under what circumstances populist leaders achieve effective populist mobilizations.

This problem is significant because the revival of populist politics is not only hindering democratic progress in developing nations, but it also stabs at the heart of advanced democracies like the United States and many countries in Europe. It poses a threat to institutions, both bureaucratic and civil society, that make democracies enduring and stable.

These populist movements seek to acquire power through means offered in free democracies, such as media and elections, but also target the very institutions that empowered them politically. They have suspicions of, and hostility towards the establishment and everything they represent, be it linked to the government or not.

The surge of populist autocracies and newfound sympathy for strongmen is not merely a pause of democratic consolidation in developing countries. It also threatens to undermine advanced democracies. Populist autocrats in democratic countries do not seize

---


power through tanks or revolutions. They do it through democratic tools that are available to them – through free and fair elections.33

They use a wide variety of tools to undermine democratic institutions, manipulate the free flow of information and consolidate their bases. Simply put, they are using democratic institutions like elections or media to end their democracies. It has become vital for the health of democratic institutions to understand the origins of these populist reawakening. For the first time since the World War II, people in democratic countries are questioning democracy as the only viable option in the Western world.34 With the U.S. in retreat, new patrons and role models for developing countries are now China and Russia.35 For this reason, it is significant to understand, identify, explain and address this problem.


Chapter II.
What We Know About Populism

Studying populism has usually been a challenge for scholars because every generation of researchers has completely altered the explanation and characteristics of populist mobilization. Researchers didn’t have full consensus with previous findings and only few built their research on past studies. Every generation of scholars tried to refute the previous findings and even changed the definition of populism, much less its nature or origins.

A theory is usually a framework that explains a certain phenomenon and mostly remains valid across space and time. Some scholars, however, tried to explain populism based on certain circumstances that existed in a certain period. Researchers on populism attempted to explain its emergence through certain political and social developments. Almost none of these explanations succeeded in adequately explaining various cycles of populism that is valid across time and space.

Sociologists, mass psychology scholars and political scientists have been researching the populist phenomenon for over five decades. But most of them were

---


consumed with research that attempted to identify what populism is – an ideology, a discursive rhetorical style or a political practice?

Structuralists pointed to “losers of modernization” in developing countries as a major cause of populist mobilization. This theory\(^{39}\) has been widely used today, especially in the popular media, with globalization and its byproducts such as trade deals and multiculturalism being regarded as the main culprit.\(^{40}\) When a populist leader exploited sentiments of these so-called left-behinds, the argument goes, people answered.

In addition to structuralists, constructivists tried to explain populism through leaders and actors. According to them, populism is a political tool and a discursive style that helps leaders mobilize their fan base by tapping into their sentiments, anger, and emotions.\(^{41}\) When populist movements started to re-emerge in the 1990s, they inspired another wave of studies of the phenomenon. This time, some scholars argued that the reincarnation of populist parties is a “counter-silent revolution” in response to “silent revolution” of the post-materialistic world that helped generate left-wing parties such as Greens.\(^{42}\)

The early 2000s also witnessed studies that blamed the lack of institutionalization


\(^{40}\) Gavin Davies, “How should we compensate the losers from globalization?” *Financial Times*. https://www.ft.com/content/9cc98d1b-0d67-3951-af75-b5f92121bcf8.


for resurfacing of populism. Because institutions did not function properly, the argument went, people sought to channel their frustration through outsiders and chose to vote for populist leaders.

All these studies had their limitations. Most of them have a smaller scope, inspired by circumstances that dominated their era. Structuralists, who claim that populist mobilization is the result of modernization, globalization, and industrialization, cannot fully explain the eruption of populist outbursts since not everyone who follows populist leaders are “losers.” While a significant segment of people in populist mobilization is left-behinds, a big chunk of the fan base of populist leaders have jobs (albeit insecure) or feel culturally insecure. Modernization or globalization falls short in explaining the populist movements since they are squarely focusing on “losers.” It also focuses on the least developed or developing countries. Today’s populist phenomenon, however, mostly takes place in advanced Western democracies, though not limited to.

Arguments that pointed to lack of institutionalization in developing countries as a cause behind populist movements are also misleading. The rise of far-right parties in Europe and the victory of President Trump in the U.S. are an indication that populist groups can thrive in countries where institutionalization and party politics has been a long tradition. Regardless of vast research studying populism, there have only been few attempts to explain its causes and primary factors driving the populist phenomenon. Most research focused on its definition and nature. Those that studied its origins failed to verify its validity in other cases.

In past decades, populism erupted in various parts of the world. But this is the first time that it is spreading all around the world, from the Philippines to Turkey and the U.S. It is a global phenomenon, and it requires a cross-country examination. It is a movement that plagued various countries, different cultures and distinct people with varying degrees of prosperity. Past studies researching populist groups focused on a few cases like Latin America and Europe.\textsuperscript{44,45}

Up until today, researchers argued that populist mobilization takes place either because a) industrialization creates “losers” b) leftist movements create backlash c) the lack of institutional representation d) politicians’ tactical instrumentalization or e) politicians’ political project.

My hypothesis was that people follow populist leaders when they feel financially and culturally insecure. People are mobilized around a populist agenda over the fear to lose one’s job, not actually losing it. Not every person who is voting for populist leaders or following them is doing so because they were a “loser” or “xenophobic” but because they feel that their perceived cultural superiority is either challenged or might be challenged and that their financial situation has either gone worse or is on the line. In short, economic insecurity and cultural anxiety are becoming ingredients for a populist mobilization.

The closest my hypothesis comes is to the modernization losers theory. But this is not an extension of this theory. Evidence suggests that losers are only one part of these

\textsuperscript{44} Paul Cammack, “The Resurgence of Populism in Latin America,” *Bulletin of Latin American Research* 19, no. 2 (April 2000): 149-161.

movements. Not only do disadvantaged people join these populist groups but also those who feel financially insecure and culturally “besieged.”

This hypothesis was also not a repetition of Ignazi’s “counter-silent revolution” argument, in which he claims that populist mobilization is largely a reaction to Inglehart’s post-materialistic world that created left parties such as Greens. Most populist groups, particularly the one spearheaded by Donald Trump in the U.S., highlight creating jobs for native people as the primary goal or the endgame. Populist leaders’ stress on jobs resonates well among disadvantaged workers. Their fear of losing cultural superiority is mostly linked to their fear that they may lose jobs to foreigners. Some supporters of populist leaders also fear that they might be losing their cultural superiority.

The stunning electoral success of populist movement led by Trump in the U.S. encouraged and enabled populist groups across the world, embracing President Trump’s


“fake news”51 or “America First”52 mantra as their favored slogans. The current study examined the global upsurge of populist movements and the common thread that knit them together.

To test this theory, I picked two countries where populist leaders are currently rulers: the U.S. and Turkey. With cross-country examination, I tried to test how economic insecurity and nationalism brought votes and kept these movements consolidated. I reviewed partisan literature in both countries and how the populist rhetoric found a receptive audience among their fan base.

Since populism is distinct from other ideologies (it requires a leader53 and an enemy54), I tried to show how current populist mobilizations in the U.S. and Turkey are using state or party resources to further their agenda and vice versa. I reviewed economic indicators, leaders’ business-friendly attitudes, the confidence of business for these leaders and how they were translated into votes. In addition, I also reviewed how leaders could keep populism alive by invoking their cultural and ethnic superiority.


Chapter III.
Definitions

Populism has been the focus of a number of studies over the years, but investigation into other aspects of political systems dwarfs any research devoted to populism. Sociology largely ignored studying populism,\(^5\) and there is an overwhelming confusion as to how to even define populism – either as an ideology, a political mobilization or a discursive style. Scholars had a hard time defining what populism is, let alone identifying its origins and causes.\(^6\)

Spanning to a period of 50 years, researchers have tried to identify what unites a group of people behind a leader using a specific rhetoric that challenges the status quo.

Not everyone agrees that populism is an ideology, let alone a set of beliefs that bind people together. Ernesto Laclau argues that populism is a political logic that could be used by any political force in the political continuum.\(^7\) He claims that populism is a form of political discourse that pits an “underdog” against the “power.” He notes that the rhetoric used by populist leaders set forth a specific kind of demand that create a barrier between the people and the perceived elite. In this vein, roots of populist movements are ever-present -- it remains to leaders to instrumentalize grievances and unite people behind a


certain discourse.

John Judis makes a similar argument in his *Populist Explosion*, claiming that the populist discourse is a logic that is employed by both left and right.\(^{58}\)

Michael Kazin contends that populism, more an impulse than an ideology, is too elastic and promiscuous to be the basis for an allegiance like ideologies. He notes that populist politicians in the U.S. employed populism as a flexible mode of persuasion. “They used traditional kinds of expressions, tropes, themes, and images to convince large numbers of Americans to join their side or to endorse their views on particular issues,” he argues. \(^{59}\)

Gidron and Bonikowski say it is hard to find a common ideological denominator that connects the various ostensibly populist movements, “particularly when the classification of political actors relies on the expansive lay understanding of the concept.”\(^{60}\)

Richard Hofstadter argues in his *The Paranoid Style in American Politics* that the American society is compatible for populist leaders to exploit and frames populism as a discursive political mode of expression. “[I]n a populist culture like ours,” Hofstadter notes, “which seems to lack a responsible elite with political and moral autonomy, and in which it is possible to exploit the wildest currents of public sentiment for private purposes, it is at least conceivable that a highly organized, vocal, active and well-financed minority could create a political climate in which the rational pursuit of our well-being and safety


would become impossible.”

On the other hand, Jan-Werner Muller argues in What is Populism? that it is a form of identity politics and is positioned to imperil democracy.

Cas Mudde defines populism as an ideology that “considers society to be ultimately separated into two homogeneous and antagonistic groups, ‘the pure people’ versus ‘the corrupt elite’, and argues that politics should be an expression of the volonté générale (general will) of the people. Mudde notes that what is often clearer is who and what populists are against. He claims that the populist heartland becomes active only when there are special circumstances: most notably, the combination of persisting political resentment, a (perceived) serious challenge to ‘our way of life’, and the presence of an attractive populist leader. However, what sets the populist heartland apart from other protest-prone groups is their reactiveness; they generally have to be mobilized by a populist actor, rather than taking the initiative themselves, he contends.

Another approach to define populism is to describe it as a political movement, repeatedly highlighted by President Donald Trump, during his partisan speeches. Jansen argues that this approach conceptualizes populism as a mode of political practice – as

---


populist mobilization. Populist mobilization, according to Jansen, “is a political means that can be undertaken by challengers and incumbents of various stripes in pursuit of a wide range of social, political, and economic agendas. This implies that populism should no longer be reified as a movement or regime type, but rather understood as a flexible way of animating political support.” He urged investigating populism as a mode of political practice—as a specific set of actions that politicians and their supporters do—rather than as a type of movement, party, regime, or ideology. Jansen says he defines as a project of populist mobilization any sustained, large-scale political project that mobilizes ordinarily marginalized social sectors into publicly visible and contentious political action, while articulating an anti-elite, nationalist rhetoric that valorizes ordinary people.65

Reviewing various attempts to define the populism also helps identifying the unit of analysis and in turn, their causal relationship. Vast research on populism attempted to define its nature, its most fundamental characteristics, and rhetorical discourse it is using to achieve its ends. Only few, if any, scholarship is devoted to the study of its origins.

In the 1960 and 70s, the first generation of scholars who studied far-right parties considered modernization as the primary contextual condition that gave rise to these movements and groups. Scientists in the 1960s who looked into populist movements regarded modernization as one of the most significant factors driving these right-wing sentiments. The idea was that modernization in developing countries also created losers,

whose sentiments were exploited by populist leaders. Although Scheuch and Klingemann did not explicitly define those right-wing parties as populists, Hans-Georg Betz refined this theory in 1994 and coined modernization losers theory.

Ronald Inglehart claimed that material satisfaction in the Western world will make people align themselves more with intangible policies such as environment and LGBTQ rights. His post-materialistic period – silent revolution – has stimulated a reaction on the right side of the political continuum, Piero Ignazi argued. According to Ignazi, the emergence of the new set of non-materialist values (such as freedom, participation, self-realization) has given rise to a new materialist/post-materialist dimension which is shaping political attitudes in the West in the mold of populist politics.

Research in the 2000s, which mostly focused on Latin America’s populist movements, claiming that lack of institutionalization contributed to the emergence and proliferation of populist groups since people could express themselves through these


mechanisms, if not through political parties.\textsuperscript{70}

But the recent rise of populist movements and groups in Western democracies, including the U.S., where party systems are very strong, suggest that further empirical study needs to be conducted to reveal origins and causes of the surge of populist movements across the world.

Chapter IV.

Threat to Democracy

The democratic backsliding around the world is not a new phenomenon. It has been going on for more than a decade now. Democracy watchdogs such as Freedom House have many years warned against strong signs that many countries have turned away from democracy since 2007 after a strong growth in the number and quality of democracies following the collapse of the Soviet Union.\(^{71}\)

Larry Diamond called the past decade a “Democratic Recession,”\(^{72}\) and some scholars warned against the rise of fascism.\(^{73}\) But the election of Donald Trump as the U.S. president was a stronger wake-up call that has revived debates over the direction of democracies.

Most of these democratic backsliding coincided with the election of strongmen in countries such as Turkey and Hungary, where leaders’ rhetoric is a textbook populist propaganda.

Between 1946 until 1999, empirical data shows\(^{74}\) democracies were interrupted in


64 percent of cases because of insurgencies such as military coup d’etat. Between 2000 and 2010, however, slow-motion consolidation of autocratic rule had been rising. Almost 40 percent of all democratic backsliding was a typical populist-fueled authoritarian transformation. “If current trends persist, populist-fueled authoritarianization will soon become the most common pathway to autocracy.”75 Unlike past breakdowns of democracies, post-Cold War authoritarian trends, spearheaded by democratically elected leaders, have become the “predominant form of backsliding,” with a little over half of all cases propelled by democratically elected leaders.76

The drift toward strong leaders able to assure prosperity and security, David Andelman maintains, is a most dangerous challenge to American principles that have prevailed since the framing of our constitution more than two centuries ago.77

A recent study on populism and its impact on democracy suggests that populism has a lasting and more damaging transformation of political system for illiberalism. The study finds that populist leaders on average stay twice as longer in office than their democratic counterparts. Populists also have the skillset to survive in an office for more than a decade five times more than non-populist democratic leaders. The study reveals that once populist leaders are elected in free and fair elections, they usually and hardly


leave in a normal fashion. 34 percent of populist leaders leave office in elections. The rest are either forced to resign or impeached or take necessary measures to bury term limits or consolidate their power to stay longer. Out of the 47 times that a populist leader assumed office between 1990 and 2014, the study found, in only eight cases (17 percent) did the leader step down after losing free and fair elections. 3 percent of populist leaders cause "significant democratic backsliding" compared to 6 percent of non-populist leaders. They are four times more likely to undermine democratic institutions than democratically elected leaders. More than half of populist leaders ament or rewrite their countries’ constitutions for the worse. Most of these changes include regressive and illiberal articles such as lifting term limits, weakening judiciary, and other checks on executive power. Countries led by populist leaders, the study shows, have significant drops in international corruption rankings and 40 percent of these leaders are themselves indicted on corruption charges. Under populist leaders, freedom of the press declined by 7 percent, civil liberties by 8 percent and political rights by 13 percent.78

In the 1930s, democratic progress and its opposite was clear. Today, hardly is any leader challenging the concept democracy. But their understanding of democracy is vastly different from liberal values espoused by the Western advanced democracies.79 They are frank about the “dangers” of liberalism, open borders and globalization. They


claim that they are true supporters of democracy since they defend the rights of “rightful people” to “take back what was theirs” – the entrenched government that was transformed into a “swamp” at the hands of “few aristocratic elite.”

“It is important to sharply distinguish democracy from liberalism – two value-laden words that, in recent years, have become almost hopelessly conflated and confused, especially in the work of social scientists and western political pundits who fret that western liberal democracy, once the ‘promised land’, has become ‘the enemy’ in places like Hungary,” James Miller argues.

Not everyone agrees that populist upheaval is a bad thing. Chantal Mouffe thinks that politics has become impassioned, confrontational, angry and unpredictable, dispensing with all the rules and expectations that have governed liberal democracies since the 1970s. In his review of his book, William Davies argues that if the distinction between left and right has become foggier, this is partly because a similar set of forces are being unleashed on both sides, including “devotion to leaders, suspicion of the media,


82 Chantal Mouffe, “Populists are on the rise but this can be a moment for progressives too,” The Guardian, September 10, 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/sep/10/populists-rise-progressives-radical-right.
street-level mobilization and an emotional sense of injustice.”

Mouffe sees this “populist moment” as an invigoration of the left, which may be the voice of the people that challenges the corrupt elite. He claims that this crisis might indeed open the way for more authoritarian governments, but it can also provide the opportunity for “reclaiming and deepening the democratic institutions that have been weakened by 30 years of neoliberalism.

On the other spectrum of the political fight is Steve Bannon, who is preaching his own version of populism and nationalism, citing his success with Donald Trump in the U.S. as a success. In Europe, he toured the continent and argued that nationalist and populist forces, in part inspired by Trump, are poised to claim political power in capitals from Pakistan to Japan to Australia, Brazil and Colombia.

“Democracy is a process, so its undoing,” David Frum wrote in his bestselling book *Trumpocracy: The Corruption of the American Republic*. That vagueness is what

---
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scares most pro-democracy activists.

“Autocracy is making a comeback,” Griff Witte writes, “but it is a sleeker, subtler and, ultimately, more sophisticated version than its authoritarian forebears, twisting democratic structures and principles into tools of oppression and state control.”87

“Democracies may die at the hands not of generals but of elected leaders—presidents or prime ministers who subvert the very process that brought them to power,” Steven Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt write.88 They say some of these leaders dismantle democracy quickly, as Hitler did in the wake of the 1933 Reichstag fire in Germany. “More often, though, democracies erode slowly, in barely visible steps.”

Mounk and Kyle argue that since tactics of populists are incremental rather than revolutionary, and usually take many years to complete, it is much more difficult today to pinpoint when a democracy dies than in the days when guns and tanks heralded democratic death. “This difficulty is compounded by the fact that populists do not hide their intention to transform the political system. Promising to deliver more ‘wins’ for the ‘true people’, they discredit those who would oppose these tactics as part of an illegitimate cartel of elites or the complaints of a bitter opposition that has failed to win at the ballot box.”89


Andrea Kendall-Taylor and Erica Frantz write that the slow and gradual nature of populist-fueled democratic backsliding is difficult to counter. Because it is subtle and incremental, they claim, there is no single moment that triggers widespread resistance or creates a focal point around which an opposition can coalesce.⁹⁰

“And in cases in which vocal critics do emerge, populist leaders can easily frame them as ‘fifth columnists,’ ‘agents of the establishment,’ or other provocateurs seeking to destabilize the system. Piecemeal democratic erosion, therefore, typically provokes only fragmented resistance.”⁹¹

Nancy Bermeo claims that open-ended coups d’état, executive coups, and blatant election-day vote fraud are declining while promissory coups, executive aggrandizement and strategic electoral manipulation and harassment are increasing. She notes that contemporary forms of backsliding are especially vexing because they are legitimated by the very institutions democracy promoters prioritize but, overall, backsliding today reflects democracy’s advance and not its retreat. “The current mix of backsliding is more easily reversible than the past mix and successor dictatorships are shorter-lived and less authoritarian.”⁹²

If people retreat into private life, if critics grow quieter, if cynicism becomes
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endemic, David Frum warned shortly after Donald Trump was elected, the corruption will slowly become more brazen, the intimidation of opponents stronger. “Laws intended to ensure accountability or prevent graft or protect civil liberties will be weakened.” By all early indications, he wrote, the Trump presidency will corrode public integrity and the rule of law—and also do untold damage to American global leadership, the Western alliance, and democratic norms around the world. “The damage has already begun, and it will not be soon or easily undone.” The American democracy is especially relied on checks and balances. Founding Fathers made sure to establish institutional mechanisms such as the Congress to rein in on any executive power that seeks to expand its discretion and authority. “More than any president in U.S. history since at least the time of Andrew Jackson, Donald Trump seeks to subvert those institutions,” Frum wrote.93

In Egypt, for instance, Mohammed Morsi tried to overturn country’s secular laws and transform the world’s most populous Arab nation into a country ruled by an Islamist government. Since his actions were so swift, the people, backed by the military and other actors, mobilized quickly and intervened to topple down the democratically elected president.94

In Turkey, President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has done more damage to Turkey’s fledgling democracy than Morsi did in a year. However, since Turkey’s democratic
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backsliding was extremely slow (it took Erdogan 14 years to expand his executive powers), it was very difficult for democracy activists, human rights defenders and the opposition to rally people. The lack of tipping point or symbolic events largely prevented the opposition to unite. Add to that skilled oratory of President Erdogan, who is very capable of polarizing the society and consolidate his own fan base by pitting them against special interest groups and “global dark forces” who are hell-bent on destroy Turkey.95

Newly elected populist rulers are learning from leaders like Erdogan and Viktor Orban in Hungary. The steps are pretty straightforward: construct an enemy, muzzle dissent, discredit the media and slowly undermine institutions. Popular support these leaders enjoy also make it very difficult to topple them peacefully. Since their primary claim is that the system and laws are rigged against them,96 violating those laws and regulations will not tarnish their reputation. Donald Trump famously said that he would shoot somebody on the 5th Avenue (popular street in New York City) and his popularity would not go down.97

“Post–Cold War populists such as Chávez, Putin, and Erdogan took a slow and steady approach to dismantling democracy,” Kendall and Frantz argue. “These leaders


first come to power through democratic elections and subsequently harness widespread discontent to gradually undermine institutional constraints on their rule, marginalize the opposition, and erode civil society.” According to the scholars, the playbook is consistent and straightforward:

1. Deliberately install loyalists in key positions of power (particularly in the judiciary and security services)
2. Neutralize the media by buying it, legislating against it, and enforcing censorship.

This strategy, they contend, makes it hard to “discern when the break with democracy actually occurs, and its insidiousness poses one of the most significant threats to democracy in the twenty-first century.”

That is why, they reason, the threat of populism to democratic development should not be underestimated. In more advanced democracies such as Europe the wave of populism may not be as destructive as it is in weak and emerging democracies.

Hungary has been especially a challenging case. Hardly can any scholars of political science frame the political system of Hungary, which has all the tenets of democracy but somehow the opposition is increasingly feeling the heat by the authorities. “According to standard conceptions of democracy — which focus on violations of civil liberties, including freedom of speech, assembly and the press — Hungary’s status as an

autocracy is ambiguous.”

Chapter V.

Populism: What It Needs to Emerge

Unlike other ideologies, like socialism or liberalism, populism can only emerge when the right circumstances and ingredients come together. Two essential ingredients of a typical populist movements are a “leader” and an “enemy.”

No populist movement can be successful unless it has a leader who can skillfully use extraordinary oratory to rally his or her people around anti-elite, anti-establishment agenda. This becomes particularly easy at a time when traditional politicians fail to address rising problems in the society, especially those that seemingly result due to circumstances that could be put under control such as trade deals, open borders, immigration and automation. Most governments in advanced Western democracies are facing a crisis that gives more visibility, publicity to marginal, nationalist groups who claim that at the epicenter of societal woes lies incompetence of traditional politicians and the establishment.

With their confidence in the future shaken, as William A. Galston claims in Journal
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of Democracy, popular demand for strong leaders grows, rising political actors are beginning to question key liberal-democratic principles such as the rule of law, freedom of the press, and minority rights. He noted that populist leaders claim that they alone represent the people, “the only legitimate force in society.” As their modus operandi, Galston argues that populist leaders attack “enemies of the people” in moralistic terms, as “corrupt, self-seeking, and given to conspiracies against ordinary citizens, often in collaboration with foreigners.”\(^{103}\)

Kishore Mahbubani highlights the fact that a wave of strongmen rulers has been elected in the past couple of years, many of whom have clear non-Western identities. He notes that people of those countries, many of them humiliated at the hands of the West, like Turkey and Russia, are now voting for strongmen who could stand up against Western countries. He says the rise of these leaders may reflect a "new chapter in history."\(^{104}\) These leaders are exploiting nationalist sentiments and rally people behind their political agenda through anti-Western discourse.

According to a recent voter study group held by Lee Drutman, Larry Diamond and Joe Goldman, 23 percent of Americans are open to a strong leader who does not have to bother with Congress and elections.\(^{105}\) Galtson notes that gridlock in the society frustrates
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ordinary citizens and makes them more open to leaders who are willing to break the rules in order to get things done.\textsuperscript{106}

Ruchir Sharma, a Chief Global Strategist at Morgan Stanley Investment Management, says that the retreat of democracy is entering into a new phase, driven by voters “embracing a strongman rule.” The trend in the past couple of years indicate that countries continue electing strongmen irrespective of their economic situations.\textsuperscript{107} Some of them are electing leaders that speak of economy in dystopian terms despite record-breaking economic growth and still get elected (such as Donald Trump in the U.S.). In countries like Germany and France, where economy is growing and robust, leaders are losing credibility and approval rating. Sharma argues that in Germany, France and Britain, support is rising for parties that show a strongman's impulse to address economic distress by command: shut borders, deport foreigners, stifle dissent.\textsuperscript{108} Leaders now come to believe that strong economic indicators do not translate into votes, because people have different concerns: the future. A globalist future that could steal away their economic status – forcing leaders to take a nationalist tone and anti-migrant public rhetoric. In short, an economic anxiety is demanding a leader that would ensure a future stability, which they believe rest


on shutting the borders and protecting national economic interests.\textsuperscript{109}

“From Moscow to Manila, Beijing to Budapest, Ankara to Delhi, the nationalist ‘strongman’ leader is back in fashion,” Gideon Rachman of Financial Times wrote a week before Trump was elected. “If the US elects Donald Trump next week, it would be following an international trend, not leading it,” he said.\textsuperscript{110} Most of these countries are either wealthy or have no major economic troubles. Yet the fear that people may lose their current economic status creates a demand for strong leaders, the frustration with the political system and the establishment puts in front leaders with populist, nationalist and anti-globalist rhetoric. That, coupled with construction of enemies – real and imagined – is becoming a major and essential ingredient of populist movements.\textsuperscript{111}

Rachman observes that the Russian and Turkish leaders portray the outside world as full of hostile forces, conspiring against their nations. They point to “enemies within”, he argues, often allegedly working with outside enemies. “Mr Putin and Mr Erdogan, like Mr Xi, also promise to lead national revivals that will avenge previous humiliations at the hands of foreigners,” he wrote, pointing to cultural insecurity that is one of sources of populist uprisings.

That cultural insecurity feeds majority of ordinary citizens into a what James Miller


calls “narrow conception of solidarity” that make them rally around a leader who claims to “embody the will of such a closed community.”

For a populist movement to emerge, a skillful leader is so important that he or she must be excellent at creating real or imagined enemies both at home and abroad. Without a clear enemy, populist movements do not get bigger. And without a skilled leader, enemies cannot be created.

“The most successful populist leaders are masters at exacerbating socio-cultural division and conflict,” Naim claims, adding, “They use differences in income, race, religion, region, nationality, or any other rift in society to drive a wedge between different groups and foment indignation and political outrage.” He argues, “Populists are not afraid to fuel social conflict—in fact, they thrive on it.” He writes that the “‘us’ that embodies the nation, represented by the populist leader who promises to confront ‘them’” are wo “indispensable ingredients” of “populist recipe.”

Chuanxing Wang argues that American nationalism is based on a culture with its own nature of exclusiveness, which makes American populism very compatible due to its


“enemy complex.”

To put it bluntly, the need of an ‘enemy’ in American populism satisfies with the culture-based American nationalism owing to its emphasis on establishing the United States as a closed and exclusive society,” Wang wrote.

At the heart of the problem, populists would argue, is the elite and its relationship with special interest groups. Being against them becomes a policy agenda. According to Nils Gilman, populists are generally far more articulate and passionate about what they’re “against than what they’re for.” Populism needs an enemy, says Mark Brewer, and in many instances that enemy is engaged in a “conspiracy to harm the people, to take from them what is rightfully theirs and destroy their way of life.” He notes that if there is one thing that appears to connect all of the elements of American populism, it is that “populism requires an enemy.” He characterized it as “absolutely essential” for American populism to have something and/or someone to be against, often viscerally against. “Hatred may be too strong of a word to use here, but this question is certainly open to debate.”

Populists do not respect laws and institutional mechanisms – because they think that both are part of the “system” that has turned into a machine that does not look out for


the interests of ordinary people. “The logic of populist articulation is anti-institutional; it is based on the construction of an enemy; and in equivalential terms that lead to the rupture of the system because individual demands cannot be processed,” Carlos de la Torre argued in his book *The Promise and Perils of Populism*.119

It is difficult to differentiate between leaders and the construction of enemies. Both of them go hand-in-hand. Populist leaders come as saviors for those who think that the established way of politics is no longer serving them and that it needs to be replaced. Federico Finchelstein believes that the populist leaders replaced old politics, impersonating the people and doing the thinking and deciding for them. “The notion of a leader who was smarter and much better than his or her people defines the history of populism in power.”120 History shows that, according to Finchelstein, populism without leadership remains “an incomplete form.” He portrayed the need for enemies as a fundamental for populism: populists desperately need enemies of the people to confirm the fiction that they speak and act in the name of the national community.

Michael Ignatieff, former leader of the Liberal Party of Canada, eloquently said that "we are increasingly seeing what happens when a politics of enemies supplants a politics of adversaries." The new crop of populists, he contends, who have stormed the political stage over the last decades should a lot of the blame for this, highlighting how populists


increased the heat in politics through their signature finger-pointing "enemies" rhetoric.\textsuperscript{121}

\textit{The Economist} summarized well how populist leaders are ending democracies. It says this process has four stages. One of them is electing strong leaders and two of them are part of “identifying and fighting against enemies” conspiracy:

Put crudely, newish democracies are typically dismantled in four stages. First comes a genuine popular grievance with the status quo and, often, with the liberal elites who are in charge. Hungarians were buffeted by the financial crisis and then terrified by hordes of Syrian refugees passing through en route to Germany. Turkey’s pious Muslim majority felt sidelined by secular elites. Second, would-be strongmen identify enemies for angry voters to blame. Mr Putin talks of a Western conspiracy to humiliate Russia. President Nicolás Maduro blames America for Venezuela’s troubles; Hungary’s prime minister, Viktor Orban, blames George Soros for his country’s. Third, having won power by exploiting fear or discontent, strongmen chisel away at a free press, an impartial justice system and other institutions that form the “liberal” part of liberal democracy—all in the name of thwarting the enemies of the people. They accuse honest judges of malfeasance and replace them with stooges, or unleash tax inspectors on independent television stations and force their owners to sell.\textsuperscript{122}


In the fourth stage, which *The Economist* brands as “illiberal democracy”, where individual rights and the rule of law are undermined, strongmen can still pretend to be democrats since they win free-ish elections. Eventually, it argues, the erosion of liberal institutions leads to the death of democracy in all but name.123

As noted in the beginning, unlike other ideologies, populism cannot present itself without a charismatic leader. That leader is usually making up one-liners and slogans, most of which are divisive, confrontational and tap to the fears of people of losing economic and cultural status. “Populism requires constant combat against these enemies and the forces they represent,” Galtson said.124


Chapter VI.
Economic Anxiety in the U.S.

When do we beat Mexico at the border? They're laughing at us, at our stupidity. And now they are beating us economically. They are not our friend, believe me. But they're killing us economically. The U.S. has become a dumping ground for everybody else's problems.\textsuperscript{125}

These words by Donald J. Trump are from his speech in which he announced the candidacy for the Office of the President of the U.S., a monologue that is awash with polarizing rhetoric that labeled Mexicans as “rapists and criminals” and warned against foreigners stealing American jobs. It was a prelude to what would be known as the most polarizing presidential elections campaign in modern history. In hundreds of other occasions, Donald Trump would utter similar phrases and warnings and tap into the fears of Americans regarding their economic and cultural status.

Despite some studies that suggested people who lost their jobs voted for Trump,\textsuperscript{126} 2018 study published in the \textit{Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences}, authors found that those who voted for Trump in 2016 elections were not largely swayed by what happened in the past, but "rather fear of what may come." "White, Christian and male

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
voters, the study suggests, turned to Mr. Trump because they felt their status was at risk."

In fact, manufacturing jobs in Rust Belt states that catapulted Trump into the presidency slightly increased since 2010 following decades of stagnation and decline. Adam Serwer argued that a closer look at the demographics of the 2016 electorate shows something "more complex than a working-class revolt sparked by prolonged suffering." He found that Clinton defeated Trump handily among Americans making less than $50,000 a year.

A cross-examination of surveys showed that racism and sexism actually was a better predictor of voting for Trump rather than economic dissatisfaction. "While the economic variables in our models were significantly associated with vote choice, those effects were dwarfed by the relationship between hostile sexism and denial of racism and voting for Trump." The study found that change in people's household income, for better or the worse, had a minimal impact on how they vote.

Diana Mutz summarized the threat to future status theory well:

The 2016 election was a result of anxiety about dominant groups’ future


status rather than a result of being overlooked in the past. In many ways, a
sense of group threat is a much tougher opponent than an economic
downturn, because it is a psychological mindset rather than an actual event
or misfortune.\footnote{Diana Mutz, “Status threat, not economic hardship, explains the 2016
presidential vote,” \textit{Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences} 115 (2018).}

Mutz’s explanation of what type of sentiments drove people to ballot boxes to vote
for Trump during the 2016 elections attracted enormous amount of media attention. From
\textit{The New York Times} to left-wing news outlets, liberal media seized on this study to
highlight that it was not the economy that shaped minds of Trump voters, but “racism and
cultural superiority.”\footnote{Niraj Chokshi, “Trump Voters Driven by Fear of Losing Status, Not Economic

While it is largely true that cultural insecurity was an essential part of the decision-
making in supporting Trump, also part of my hypothesis in this paper, it was not the only
one. Academic studies were published to counter Mutz’s argument that the economy didn’t
play an important role in the emergence of populist movement spearheaded by President

Ben Casselman made an exhaustive case against Mutz's argument that it was only
the cultural insecurity that shaped Trump voters' mind. In “Stop Saying Trump's Win Had
Nothing To Do With Economics,” Casselman says the evidence suggests that anxiety did
play a key role in Trump's victory, though it was by no means the only factor. Most media outlets, including Mutz, mischaracterized the difference between economic hardship and economic anxiety. Casselman provides an illuminating definition that this paper completely agrees with:

What’s the difference between hardship and anxiety? Hardship, as I’m using it here, refers to a person’s present-day economic struggles: poverty, joblessness, falling wages, foreclosure, bankruptcy. Anxiety is all about what lies ahead — concerns about saving for retirement or college, worry of a potential layoff, fears that your children’s prospects aren’t as bright as your own were.134

Casselman says that Clinton easily won most low-income areas. “But anxiety is a different story.” Trump actually won counties that were vulnerable to losing jobs due to outsourcing and automation.135 The hardship in finding a job, slower job growth, and low credit score indicated that there is a chance that these people would lose jobs to either trade deals, outsourcing or to low-skilled immigrants. Casselman reminds a visit he made to Scott County, Iowa, where the unemployment rate was 4.3 percent and 4.1 on the Election Day. “Nearly all the people I spoke to there were satisfied with their immediate economic situation. But when the conversation turned to the future, they were far more


Non-college degree voters also voted for Trump, largely because the economic prospect for a candidate without a university degree to find a job is slimmer than those that have a college degree.\[137\]

A recent study by PRRI and *The Atlantic*, based on surveys conducted before and after the 2016 election, tried to test why the white working class is overwhelmingly voting for Trump. It found that people experiencing economic hardship are mostly voting for Clinton. But those people who spoke of economic fatalism and were pessimistic about their economic future voted for Trump. Few white working-class Americans who voted for Donald Trump in the 2016 presidential election “feel buoyed about the future prospects for their community.” The survey found that nearly half (47 percent) of white working-class Americans say even after the election they expect the quality of life in their community will stay about the same, and roughly one in five (19 percent) say it will likely get worse.\[138\]

The economic insecurity -- the idea that the lack of college degree, outsourcing, automation, low-skilled immigrants, trade deals, environmental regulations will steal jobs -- was a major drive in this populist movement. Surveying Trump's campaign speech will


reveal how strongly he played that card.

In his first foreign policy speech as a candidate, Trump accused former President Barack Obama of allowing China to continue its economic assault on American jobs and wealth, “refusing to enforce trade deals and apply leverage on China necessary to rein in North Korea.” He railed against NAFTA, describing it as a “total disaster for the United States” that has emptied states of manufacturing and jobs. “And I’ve just gotten to see it. I’ve toured Pennsylvania. I’ve toured New York. I’ve toured so many of the states. They have been cleaned out. Their manufacturing is gone.” He promised that it will never happen again. “Only the reverse will happen.” He vowed to keep jobs and bring in new ones. He threatened companies that ship jobs overseas with consequences: “They fire the people. They take advantage of the United States. There will be consequences for those companies. Never again.”

A recent study revealed that Americans value the well-being of other Americans more than that of people outside their own country. Rather than maximize total gains, the authors found, Americans choose policies that maximize in-group well-being. “This tendency is exacerbated by a sense of national superiority; Americans favor their national in-group to a greater extent if they perceive Americans to be more deserving,” the author’s of the study wrote. A second type of in-group favoritism in America was that high levels of perceived intergroup competition lead some Americans to prefer trade policies that benefit the in-group and hurt the out-group over policies that help both their own country

and the trading partner country. For a policy to elicit support, the study argued, it is important not only that the US benefits, but also that the trading partner country loses so that the US achieves a greater relative advantage.140

The rise of China, which has been a recurring theme in U.S. television networks, created a climate of fear among American workers, who believe that as Chinese get wealthier, it will hurt American economy and jobs.141

In a survey that conducted few months after Donald Trump was elected as president by Pew Research Center, 65 percent of respondents in America said China is either an adversary (22 percent) or a serious problem (43 percent), while only about a third (31 percent) said China is not a problem. Trump's promise to get tough on China and the fact that Chinese are taking advantage of the U.S. because of the "stupid American leadership" translated into votes. During the decade between 2006 and 2016, China's favorability rating dropped 26 percent.142

Another Pew Research Center survey found that in October, 2016, just weeks before the presidential elections, just 45 percent expressed positive opinions of free trade agreements. Views of free trade deals are below than they were in May 2015, when 58


percent said these agreements benefitted the U.S. Positive views of free trade plummeted during the presidential contest among Republican voters, the survey found. In October, 29 percent of Republicans and Republican-leaning independents said free trade agreements have been good for the U.S., down from 56 percent just a year-and-a-half earlier. Viewing the free trade agreements as negative is an indication that people think these free trade deals would hurt them financially. Voting for Donald Trump, who made burying current free trade deals his central campaign promise, ensured that the U.S. would get rid of these trade agreements.143

In his early days as a candidate, Trump started to cast himself as someone who believes that American jobs are being shipped overseas and that he is the only one who can prevent them from going overseas and close down borders to stop foreigners stealing American jobs. “I’m the only one — believe me, I know them all, I’m the only one that knows how to fix it,” Trump said to a roaring applause during the same speech.144

As Donald Trump started winning primaries, he introduced the term “America First,” a phrase that was used by American Nazi party and isolationists before and during


the World War II.\textsuperscript{145} That phrase has turned into one of the most memorable campaign slogans throughout Trump's candidacy. During his speech after winning the primary in New Jersey, Trump said “America First” means protecting the jobs, wages, and security of American workers. “Whether first or tenth generation, no matter who you are, we're going to protect your job because, let me tell you, our jobs are being stripped from our country like we're babies.”\textsuperscript{146}

Following the attack on Orlando Pulse nightclub, President Trump made an inflammatory statement, denouncing Muslims and immigrants, as well as the American immigration system that allows them into the country. At one point in his speech, he falsely claimed that America has already admitted four times more immigrants than any country on earth and that “we continue to admit millions more with no real checks or scrutiny.” He went on to say that it is not surprising that wages for American workers have not budged in many years, a sign that immigrants have been stealing American jobs. “So whether it's matter of national security, or financial security, we can't afford to keep on going like this. We owe $19 trillion in debt, and no longer have options,” Trump said. To stress that American jobs and security in under threat, Trump said all communities in the U.S. are ready for some relief. “This is not an act of offense against anyone; it is an act of


A few weeks later, Trump went to New York to talk about Hillary Clinton, his frontrunner challenger, and portrayed a dystopian picture under her leadership if she were elected a president. He said he was running for President to end the unfairness and “to put you, the American worker, first.” He noted that the U.S. switched from a policy of Americanism – focusing on what’s good for America’s middle class – to a policy of globalism, focusing on how to make money for large corporations who can move their wealth and workers to foreign countries all to the detriment of the American worker and the American economy. He claimed that the U.S. is rewarding companies for offshoring and that Washington is punishing companies for doing business in America. “This is not a rising tide that lifts all boats. This is a wave of globalization that wipes out our middle class and our jobs.” As Trump had been doing in many of his speeches, he again reminded that he had visited cities and towns across America and “seen the devastation caused by the trade policies of Bill and Hillary Clinton.” If she were elected president, Trump warned, she would adopt the Trans-Pacific Partnership, and Americans would lose millions of jobs and economic independence for good. “She will do this, just as she has betrayed the American worker on trade at every single stage of her career – and it will be even worse than the Clintons' NAFTA deal.” He continued reminding people that workers’ real wages have not been raised for 18 years, which will be reversed if he is elected president. In the
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other scenario, however, “Hillary's massive taxation, regulation and open borders will destroy jobs and drive down wages for everyone.”

In his address to veterans, Trump continued lambasting the incumbent government for failing veterans and instead giving the priority to migrants when it came to jobs. Every year, Trump said, large corporations bring in many thousands of low-wage workers from overseas, and across the border, to fill jobs that could easily be filled by the Veterans. “Veterans should come first in the country they fought to protect, and under a Trump Administration they will -- America First, Veterans First.”

In order to assure people that his presidency will not allow American jobs from shipping abroad, President Trump kept threatening businesses who consider doing so. “There are consequences when you fire thousands of people and move to another country and then think you're going to… your product and sell it in here. There are consequences. And those consequences are going to keep companies in our country. It's very simple. And everybody here knows what the consequences are…. ” While introducing former Indiana Governor Mike Pence as a Vice President pick, Trump went on to talk about a plant builder of his friend who is not building any manufacturing facilities in the U.S. but in Mexico. He claimed that all manufacturing jobs in the Midwest were drained, but he will protect mine

---


workers and steelworkers.¹⁵⁰

During the Republican Convention in Cleveland, where Trump's nomination would be officially announced, Trump laid out his strategy if he is elected president. During his speech, he repeatedly highlighted that American jobs are disappearing. In fact, it was the opposite. The U.S. was posting record-breaking job growth for dozens of months in a row, yet Trump's statement, "I have visited the laid-off factory workers, and the communities crushed by our horrible and unfair trade deals," resonated among his fan base. Trump's stress on jobs found a receptive audience not because U.S. job picture was bleak, but because people feared that they could lose their jobs. And they linked that possibility to several things:

1 - Open borders
2 - Elites
3 - Special interest groups
4 - The establishment
5 - Other countries that take advantage of the U.S.
6 - Companies that ship jobs overseas
7 - and the media that ignored their plight

“These are the forgotten men and women of our country. And they are forgotten, but they're not going to be forgotten long. People who work hard but no longer have a

voice. I am your voice!” Trump said to the thundering applause during the Convention. He then went on to directly linking “decades of record immigration” to lower wages and higher unemployment. “We are going to have an immigration system that works, but one that works for the American people,” Trump added. His “different vision for our workers” begins with a new, fair trade policy that protects jobs and stands up to countries that cheat. “It's been a signature message of my campaign from day one, and it will be a signature feature of my presidency from the moment I take the oath of office.” He promised that he is going to bring jobs back to "Ohio and Pennsylvania and New York and Michigan and all of America – and I am not going to let companies move to other countries, firing their employees along the way, without consequences. Not going to happen anymore." These words were music to ears of the people who feared of losing their jobs due to globalization, trade deals, open borders and the government in Washington D.C. that turned a blind eye to their grievances. One of the recurring themes of Trump's campaign speeches was to draw a dystopian scenario in which his opponent won. “My opponent, on the other hand, has supported virtually every trade agreement that has been destroying our middle class,” Trump said, adding that she supported the job-killing trade deal with South Korea, and Trans-Pacific Partnership. My opponent, Trump continued, wants to put the great miners and steelworkers out of work and out of business – that will never happen with Donald Trump as President. "Our steelworkers and our miners are going back to work again."151

Speaking about his poll numbers, Trump said that people have a lot of confidence

in him because he is bringing back jobs: “because I see Carrier and I see Ford and I see all of these companies leaving and going to Mexico like there's nothing to it. And then they make their product, they sell it back to the United States, no tax, no nothing, we get nothing except unemployment.”

When Trump was unveiling his economic vision and plan during his presidential electoral campaign, Trump promised to bring jobs back, protect them and put more money in the pockets of American. He also lambasted his contender by warning against electing her: "She supports the high taxes and radical regulation that forced jobs out of your community… and the crime policies that have made you less safe… and the immigration policies that have strained local budgets... and the trade deals like NAFTA, signed by her husband, that have shipped your jobs to Mexico and other countries… and she supports the education policies that deny your students choice, freedom and opportunity." Trump said Hillary Clinton had spent her career voting for tax increases and planned another "massive job-killing $1.3 trillion-dollar tax increase." Her plan, Trump argued, would tax many small businesses by almost fifty percent. He described Obama's current and Clinton's future economic policies as "job-killing, tax-raising, poverty-inducing Obama-Clinton agenda." "Hillary Clinton has supported the trade deals stripping this city, and this country, of its jobs and wealth," Trump said.

---


As the presidential campaign geared ahead, Trump intensified his attacks on his opponent by ripping her apart in her economic agenda. "If we lower our taxes, remove destructive regulations, unleash the vast treasure of American energy, and negotiate trade deals that put America First, then there is no limit to the number of jobs we can create and the amount of prosperity we can unleash." He added that America will truly be the greatest place in the world to invest, hire, grow and to create new jobs, new technologies, and entire new industries. "Instead of driving jobs and wealth away, America will become the world's great magnet for innovation and job creation." My opponent's plan, Trump said, rejects this optimism. "She offers only more taxing, regulating, more spending and more wealth redistribution – a future of slow growth, declining incomes, and dwindling prosperity."

Trump argued that in Hillary Clinton's America, the U.S. had surrendered its status as the world's great economy and surrendered its middle class to the "whims of foreign countries. Another campaign promise of Trump was rolling back on regulations that crippled economy, restricted businesses and hence killed jobs. He said one of the keys to unlocking growth is scaling-back years of "disastrous regulations unilaterally imposed by our out-of-control bureaucracy." He described regulations as "a massive, job-killing industry." He cited a recent study by conservative Heritage Foundation, which predicted that by 2030, President Obama's energy restrictions would eliminate another half a million manufacturing jobs, reduce economic output by $2.5 trillion, and reduce incomes by $7,000 per person. "Hillary Clinton wants to go even further, and her plan could cost the economy $5 trillion dollars," Trump added.154

Chapter VII.
Cultural Insecurity in the U.S.

There is no denying that the American people voted for President Donald Trump partially because they wanted to re-assert their what they perceived “lost status.” Immediately after his surprising victory, media in the U.S. characterized his unlikely win as a “whitelash” – a backlash by white, male Christians who felt threatened by minorities and the establishment in Washington.155

There was no surprise that after two-term presidency of Barack Obama, in which the country had been on a sluggish trend of economic recovery, millions of white, non-college educated Americans went to polls to support a man they thought channeled their views. The economy definitely played a major role – not the current status but the prospect of it – and cultural anxiety or insecurity was another major driving force that formed the world’s most successful populist movement. "It’s now pretty clear," Olga Khazan opined, "that many Trump supporters feel threatened, frustrated, and marginalized—not on an economic, but on an existential level."156


156 Olga Khazan, “People Voted for Trump Because They Were Anxious, Not Poor,” The Atlantic, April 2018,
As was mentioned before, perhaps the most famous study of 2016 elections that highlighted the fact that people voted for Trump because of cultural insecurity was Diana Mutz’s research. She argued that the evidence pointed overwhelmingly to perceived status threat among high-status groups (white, Christian and male) as the key motivation underlying Trump support. She claimed that white Americans’ declining numerical dominance in the United States together with the rising status of African Americans and American insecurity about whether the United States is still the dominant global economic superpower combined “to prompt a classic defensive reaction among members of dominant groups.”

That was the reason why Donald Trump continuously raised the issue of migration and illegal immigration, highlighted what he claimed to be immigrants’ violent nature and promised to put an end to the influx of immigrants to protect Americans. It sounded like music to his fan base’s ears, and it installed fear in the hearts of those who felt threatened.

“We're going to make you and your family safe, secure, and prosperous, prosperous again. Together we will put the American people first again. First again.”

He seized every opportunity – terrorist attacks in San Bernardino, Nice, Orlando or


criminal activities by illegal immigrants or MS-13 gang members – to blast migrants. Following the shooting in Orlando gay nightclub, Trump said “we need to respond to this attack on America as one united people – with force, purpose and determination.” He quickly criticized the Obama administration for “crippling our ability to talk and think and act clearly” because their response is “politically correct.” Trump and his campaign team as well as his supporters throughout the campaign railed against the “political correctness,” dismissing it as a censorship and a way to restrict to what they think. It largely encouraged people’s worst impulses and revived latent racism and sexism hitherto hidden because people can’t say racist things aloud. Trump’s rhetoric encouraged them to come out and say publicly what they think. Trump said if Americans don't get tough, smart, and fast, they are not going to have a country anymore -- there will be nothing left. During his speech, Trump did not miss the chance to stress the immigrant background of the Orlando gay nightclub shooter, whose parents were Afghan immigrants. “The bottom line is that the only reason the killer was in America in the first place was because we allowed his family to come here,” Trump said, ignoring the fact that the shooter was born in the U.S. and his parents came to the U.S. way before he was even born.160

For years, the media talked about how minorities are going to outnumber white people. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, US World and News reported, in 2014 there were more than 20 million children under 5 years old living in the U.S., and 50.2 percent of them were minorities. “Parents who identified their child as white with Hispanic origin were the largest minority, making up 22 percent of the 19.9 million children under age 5, 160 “Read Donald Trump's Speech on the Orlando Shooting,” Time, June 13, 2016, time.com/4367120/orlando-shooting-donald-trump-transcript/.
followed by African American children, who make up 15 percent,” the news article read. The Census Bureau reported that more than half of the nation's children are expected to be part of a minority race or ethnic group by 2020. “The minority population is expected to rise to 56 percent of the total population in 2060, compared with 38 percent last year [2014].”

A study by Clara L. Wilkins and Cheryl R. Kaiser found that whites who considered the current U.S. status hierarchy as legitimate were feeling threatened when presented with data of racial progress. They thought that they were victims of racial discrimination. In contrast, those who perceived the current status system as illegitimate didn't feel threatened due to racial progress.162

Another study by Brenda Major, Alison Blodom and Gregory Major Blascovich written few weeks before the 2016 elections found that the changing racial demographics in the U.S. contributed to Trump's success as a presidential candidate among white Americans who considered their race and ethnicity as a central pillar of their identity. In the study, those white Americans who were presented with data that non-white ethnic groups will outnumber white population by 2042 started feeling concerned about the declining status and influence of white Americans as a group. This also caused them to report increased support for Trump and his anti-immigrant policies. They were also


opposed to political correctness.\footnote{Brenda Major, Alison Blodorn, and Gregory Major Blascovich, “The threat of increasing diversity: Why many White Americans support Trump in the 2016 presidential election,” \textit{Group Processes \& Intergroup Relations} 21, no. 6 (2018): 931–940.}

There is almost nothing anyone can do prevent the demographic trend in the U.S. Two-term presidency of Barack Obama reinforced “fears” that minorities are taking over America. Buoyed by Trump’s brazen and frank attacks on minorities, Obama (he started the birther movement, claiming that Barack Obama was born in Kenya and that he was not a “real American”) and the country’s immigration system, supporters of President Trump went to polls to overwhelmingly elect him as the president.\footnote{Tom Jacobs, "Fear of coming minority status drives white opposition to welfare," \textit{Pacific Standard}, June 4, 2018, https://psmag.com/social-justice/fear-of-coming-minority-status-drives-white-opposition-to-welfare.}

“We have a dysfunctional immigration system which does not permit us to know who we let into our country, and it does not permit us to protect our citizens,” Trump said while denouncing the Orlando shooting. He warned against “Radical Islam coming to our shores” and how the U.S. is “importing Radical Islamic Terrorism into the West through a failed immigration.” “If we want to remain a free and open society, then we have to control our borders.” He repeatedly attacked his challenger Hillary Clinton for allegedly supporting policies that “bring the threat of Radical Islam into America, and allow it to grow overseas.” In fact, Trump continued, Hillary Clinton’s “catastrophic immigration plan” will bring vastly more Radical Islamic immigration into this country, threatening not
only “our security but our way of life.”  

“How is it that the same American public that elected an African American to two terms as US President subsequently elected a president known to have publicly made what many consider to be racist and sexist statements?” Diana Mutz asked. “A possible explanation,” she responded, is dominant group status threat. She argued that when members of a dominant group feel threatened, several well-established reactions help these groups regain a sense of dominance and wellbeing. 

A 2017 Voter Study Group found that even before the 2016 election, there was increasing alignment between race and partisanship and that non-college educated white voters increasingly were picking the Republican Party. Unlike economic distress and hardship, attitudes related to immigration, religion and race played a role in decision-making process in 2016 elections more than in 2012. Between two parties, there is a deep partisan divide on how Americans feel about immigrants and Muslims in particular. Most Americans believe that everyone can be an American if certain criteria are met. But they disagree on whether or not somebody could be an American without being Christian. And this difference of opinion is divided along partisan lines. There are also divided opinions about positive and negative consequences to the demographic changes that would make the U.S. a majority-minority country. The cross-examination between 2012 and 2016 surveys suggest that, compared to the 2012 election, the 2016 election was “distinctively


about attitudes related to racial, ethnic, and religious minorities.”

In their study published in *Sociology of Religion*, Andrew L. Whitehead, Samuel L. Perry and Joseph O. Baker found that "voting for Trump was, at least for many Americans, a symbolic defense of the United States’ perceived Christian heritage.”

While introducing Mike Pence, now the Vice President, Trump recalled a conversation he had with one of the “great, great gentleman that everybody knows,” but whose name he wouldn’t reveal, who said “we live in fear in our churches and our synagogues. We live in fear that we're going to lose our tax-exempt status if we say anything that's even slightly political.” Trump, as he narrated, pointed to people from Trump Tower in New York City, who were walking down the street and said: “Well, they have the right to speak, but you don't. That means they're more powerful than you are. We have to do something about it.”

In fact, the precise reason why Trump picked former Indiana Governor Mike Pence to be his running mate was to get the backing of evangelical Christians, without whom, Trump said, he would not secure the nomination.


Dan Cox, research director of the Public Religion Research Institute (PRRI), said in 2018 that the percentage of white Christians in the U.S. is declining precipitously. “This sort of fear of tectonic changes that are occurring, that are roiling our political environment, and I think that is what has people up in arms. If you look at what animated voters to Trump, particularly among white, working class, it was these cultural concerns, much more than the economic,” Cox said.\(^\text{171}\)

Another study by Brian F. Schaffner, Matthew MacWilliams, and Tatishe Nteta researched 2012 and 2016 elections to understand what swayed voters' decision-making. The data showed that there was a significant difference in the presidential vote choices of whites with and without college degrees between 2012 and 2016. In fact, so many non-college educated white people voted for the Republican party in 2016, it was the largest in modern U.S. history. The authors found that racism and sexism attitudes were strongly associated with vote choice in 2016, even after accounting for partisanship, ideology, and other standard factors. They said these factors were more important in 2016 than in 2012, "suggesting that the explicitly racial and gendered rhetoric of the 2016 campaign served to activate these attitudes in the minds of many voters." The research concluded that attitudes toward racism and sexism composed of two-thirds of the education gap in vote preferences

in 2016.\textsuperscript{172}

When a video surfaced showing Donald Trump bragging about his unwanted sexual advances on women, many thought it would significantly damage his presidential aspirations. It didn't quite turn out to be that way. "Many men, in fact, see Trump as the candidate who can restore men’s status in society," Olga Khazan wrote in \textit{The Atlantic}. Recent several analysis showed that nearly half of men feel that American culture has become "too soft and feminine" and that men are suffering as a result. "Many seem to find comfort in Trump’s talk of male dominance and success," Khazan added.\textsuperscript{173}

A survey by \textit{The Atlantic} and PRRI revealed that Trump supporters were increasingly feeling that the public had been punishing men for acting like men.\textsuperscript{174}

Derek Thomspon argued in \textit{The Atlantic} that to many white Trump voters, the problem was not Hillary Clinton’s economic stance, but the larger vision – “a multi-ethnic social democracy” -- that it was a part of.\textsuperscript{175}

\textsuperscript{172} Brian Schaffner, Matthew MacWilliams, and Tathise Nteta, “Understanding white polarization in the 2016 vote for president: The sobering role of racism and sexism,” \textit{Political Science Quarterly} 133, no. 1 (2017).


One way to understand the surprising public acceptance of “openly disrespectful statements about women, minorities, and foreigners is as manifestations of preexisting racist and sexist views;” Diana Mutz wrote, the 2016 election “raised the salience of people’s preexisting views on these topics, so that they mattered more to presidential vote choice in 2016.”

John R. Hibbing wrote in The Washington Post that some people attend and respond more to potential dangers in the world and therefore “are attracted to policies and candidates that they think will offer protection from threats.” The study conducted by the professor and his team found that threat-sensitive people gravitate toward policies and candidates they think will protect them from threats. "The relevance of this account to 2016 is not difficult to imagine. Whether by design or happenstance, Trump speaks the language of threat-sensitive individuals in a way that candidates such as Hillary Clinton, Barack Obama and Mitt Romney do not.”

A recent study by PRRI and The Atlantic, based on surveys conducted before and after the 2016 election, tried to test why the white working class is overwhelmingly voting for Trump. The analysis found that "fears about immigrants and cultural displacement" played a more powerful role than economic concerns in vote choices among white working-class voters. The study found five factors that had a major impact on how white

---


working-class Americans voted.

1 - Identification with the Republican Party. Partisanship was the biggest indicator and predictor of who would vote how. Those who identified as a Republican were 11 times more likely to vote for Trump.

2 - Fears about cultural displacement. Those constituents who say that they often feel like a "stranger in their own land" and who believe that the U.S. needs to protect itself against foreign influence were 3.5 more likely to vote for Trump.

3 - Support for deporting immigrants living in the country illegally. Voters who thought that the U.S. should deport immigrants living in the country illegally were more than 3 times more likely to favor Trump.

4 - Economic fatalism. White-class working people who thought that investing in a college was a "risky gamble" that would less likely to pay off in the future mostly voted for Trump than those who viewed the college education as a smart investment.

5 - Economic hardship. White-class working constituents who were in fair or poor financial condition were 1.7 times more likely to favor Clinton than Trump. 178

A detailed look into statements by Donald Trump during the presidential campaign reveals how he is playing the race and jobs card to signal that he is the right choice to restore the lost status of being privileged in the U.S. as well as he is the right candidate

who would prevent jobs from shipping abroad.

In New York City, Trump charged Hillary Clinton for supports a radical 550 percent increase in Syrian refugees coming into the United States, and alleged that under her plan, the U.S. would admit hundreds of thousands of refugees from the most dangerous countries on Earth – “with no way to screen who they are or what they believe.” He said hundreds of recent immigrants and their children have been convicted of terrorist activity inside the U.S., including the father of the Orlando shooter who was a Taliban supporter from Afghanistan, “one of the most repressive anti-gay and anti-women regimes on Earth.” “I only want to admit people who share our values and love our people,” Trump said, adding that Hillary Clinton wants “to bring in people who believe women should be enslaved and gays put to death.” To pander to his supporters’ longing for American superiority, Trump said the Americans are the people that tamed the West, that dug out the Panama Canal, that sent satellites across the solar system that built the great dams, and so much more. “Then we started thinking small. We stopped believing in what America could do, and became reliant on other countries, other people, and other institutions. We lost our sense of purpose, and daring. But that's not who we are. Come this November, we can bring America back – bigger and better, and stronger than ever.”

During Republican Convention in Cleveland, Trump spoke of a “moment of crisis for our nation.” “The attacks on our police, and the terrorism in our cities, threaten our very

---

way of life. Any politician who does not grasp this danger is not fit to lead our country,” he said. He extensively started talking about “recent images of violence in our streets” and the “chaos in our communities.” “I have a message for all of you: the crime and violence that today afflicts our nation will soon – and I mean very soon – come to an end. Beginning on January 20th of 2017, safety will be restored.” Trump also didn’t forget to stress the perceived international humiliation Americans have to endure. In addition to “domestic disaster,” Trump said, Americans have lived through one international humiliation after another. “We all remember the images of our sailors being forced to their knees by their Iranian captors at gunpoint.” After reminding the signing of the Iran deal, which he claimed gave back to Iran $150 billion and “gave us absolutely nothing,” Trump said it would go down in history as “one of the worst deals ever negotiated.” He said another humiliation came when president Obama drew a red line in Syria – “and the whole world knew it meant absolutely nothing.” Speaking about Libya, he said the American consulate, which he said was the symbol of American prestige around the globe, was “brought down in flames.” Catering to anti-migrant fears of his large fan base, Trump said the U.S. must immediately suspend immigration from any nation that has been compromised by terrorism “until such time as proven vetting mechanisms have been put in place. We don't want them in our country.”

When asked why his message had been resonating among his supporters, Trump said because people have “confidence on me at the border, if they don't want people

---

pouring into our country.”\textsuperscript{181}

In Wisconsin, Trump said there are people who are coming to the U.S. that should not be coming and there are “thousands and thousands of people from certain terrorist states.” “And Hillary wants thousands more to come in over and above Obama. Right?” Trump said before the cheering crowd. “Hillary wants to open our borders, just open them up because her special interests and donors want it that way.”\textsuperscript{182}

Serwer argued that in his own stumbling manner, Trump has pursued the race-based agenda promoted during his campaign. “As the president continues to pursue a program that places the social and political hegemony of white Christians at its core, his supporters have shown few signs of abandoning him.”\textsuperscript{183}

One of the most essential ingredients of populism is to portray other politicians as elite working in cahoots with the establishment against “the people.” Trump repeatedly seized on Clinton’s gaffe in which she characterized Trump supporters as a “basket of deplorables.” “Politicians have heaped scorn and disdain on these wonderful Americans. My opponent described tens of millions of American citizens as deplorable and

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
irredeemable – how can Hillary Clinton seek to lead this country when she considers its citizens beyond redemption?” He said these are the forgotten men and women of America. People who work hard but don't have a voice. “I am running to be their voice, and to fight to bring prosperity to every part of this country.”184

Chapter VIII.
Economic Anxiety in Turkey

The Justice and Development Party (AKP) of Recep Tayyip Erdogan is considering itself as an antidote to Turkey's ills.\textsuperscript{185} It is constantly pitting its conservative base against what Erdogan keeps calling "\textit{bunlar}" (them), referring to secularist, elite past governments and the opposition as well as the military establishment that called the shots in the country for a long time.\textsuperscript{186}

Erdogan and his inner circle, despite their 17 years of rule and 15 victories in polls since 2002, keep deploying the type of rhetoric that blames "dark circles" with "global links." President Erdogan and his team are using phrases such as "interest lobby," accusations that border on anti-Semitism to describe Turkey's economic woes. Almost always, they are playing the victim card. Anything that goes wrong in Turkey is because, according to their way of thinking, Turkey is "getting stronger" and that there are forces that "can't stomach Turkey's growth."\textsuperscript{187}


It is typical political rhetoric ripped right from populist leaders' playbook and resonates well among the Turkish society when it is done in the right fashion by someone who is one of the greatest communicators, and orators in the country. Hailing from "among the people," Erdogan, once the champion of underdogs, is the most successful Turkish politician since Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, founder of the Turkish Republic, thanks to his unparalleled ability to speak directly to the conservative people and connect well with them.

In his recently article, Julius M. Rogenhofer said Erdogan's use of "right-wing, religiously legitimated populism" was instrumental for the transformation of Turkey from a modern, promising and emerging democracy to an authoritarian country. He wrote that Erdogan's government systematically undermined the institutions of democracy by polarizing society, capturing the public discourse and disregarding constitutional principles.

The advent of Recep Tayyip Erdogan and his AKP (which was created 16 months before its victory in 2002) to the Turkish political scene was enormous luck. When two parties (Genc Party and DYP) garnered a significant amount of votes but failed to reach

---


the threshold of 10 percent, all those votes were transferred to the AKP. 10 percent threshold is designed by the military establishment in Turkey to keep Kurdish parties out of the Parliament, and it helped AKP to become a majority party that could form a single-party government, a rarity for Turkey.\footnote{2002: Ezber Bozan Secim," \textit{Bianet}, May 26, 2015, bianet.org/bianet/siyaset/164720-2002-ezber-bozan-secim.}

Since 1990, Turkey had witnessed 11 governments and had gone through two devastating and crushing economic crises as well as a number of political low points, chaos, crime waves and criminal and political scandals. In short, people were fed up. They were yearning for a stable government that would promise political and economic stability. When Erdogan's AKP was voted in in 2002, the single-party government significantly transformed the country.\footnote{Erdal T. Karagol, "The Turkish Economy During the Justice and Development Party Decade," \textit{Insight Turkey} 15, no. 4 (Fall 2013): 115-129.}

Then-Prime Minister Erdogan, who had been mayor of Istanbul and knows very well how to transform and manage cities (biggest vote generator in Turkey), preserved the financial discipline installed by former Economy Minister Kemal Dervis. Along with a recovering economy, Erdogan's government also privatized $63 billion worth of state assets, investing that money in infrastructure projects, creating more jobs and jump-starting the economy.\footnote{Mustafa Sonmez, "What left to sell after $54 billion of privatization," \textit{Hurriyet Daily News}, July 27, 2013, www.hurriyetdailynews.com/what-left-to-sell-after-54-billion-of-privatization-51486.}

Robust financial standing and strong banking sector in Turkey effectively
weathered financial meltdown in world markets that wreck havoc in the U.S. and around the world. When the crisis hit hard Western markets, Erdogan promised that the financial crisis would "bypass Turkey." "In the U.S., banks are going through hard times. They are sinking. In Turkey, no bank experienced any difficulty... We are not claiming that the crisis is past us, but I am saying that we will be the country that would hit us the least," Erdogan told reporters in 2009.194

A month later, Erdogan complained that he was under fire for saying that the economic crisis would bypass Turkey. "I am reiterating this again. I didn't say it won't affect us. I said it would hit us the least. Bypassing doesn't mean it won't affect or is currently affecting. It means it will just scratch. It will hurt only a little bit."195

As the worst part of the financial crisis was coming to an end in the U.S., Turkey was still feeling the pain. While speaking in the Parliament, Erdogan said the economic crisis in 2001 took place because Turkey was being managed poorly. 2009 economic crisis, however, is a result of the world managing financial markets poorly. "I repeat it again. It is bypassing and it will bypass," Erdogan stressed.196


In April 2009, Erdogan went further to characterize the economic crisis as a "psychological [warfare]." "This global crisis will bypass us. Those who are claiming otherwise are making efforts to negatively affect this psychological process. Those people are expecting an economic crisis in Turkey, which will, in turn, transform into a social and then a political crisis."\(^{197}\)

Despite economic tightening, which usually should have reflected on election results, Erdogan's AKP only dropped 3 percent in local elections in March 2009\(^{198}\), compared to previous local elections in 2004.\(^{199}\)

In 2010 referendum on constitutional changes, people overwhelmingly gave a green pass to the government to abolish the military stranglehold on the politics and judiciary, eliminating military's powerful role in politics. AKP-backed referendum changes got whopping 58 percent of the votes.\(^{200}\)

2011 general elections, which came during the recovery and devastating economic crisis in Europe, was the most successful one for Erdogan. He increased his already record-


breaking electoral outcome in 2007 by 3.25 percent to almost 50 percent.\textsuperscript{201}

These electoral outcomes are a strong indication that despite economic downturn, people still bet on AKP because they viewed the incumbent government, both on local and national level, as a safe choice that would guarantee the status they earned since they came to power. During the economic crisis between 2007 and 2010, Erdogan did whatever it takes to ensure the public that he and his party represents economic stability and that the Turkish people’s economic future is safe and secured.\textsuperscript{202}

In the U.S., those who feared that they might more likely lose their economic status turned to Trump in 2016 presidential elections. In Turkey, President Erdogan repeatedly recalled “dark days of the 1990s” during electoral rallies, reminded 2001 economic crisis and assured the public that they shouldn’t worry about losing their economic status from now on. In the Turkish case, people time and again voted for Erdogan and his party over fears that the alternative may again plunge Turkey into an economic black hole. Few months after the 2011 elections, in which the Erdogan's party won a resounding victory, the economy started to sour again. In a country where governments changed hands very quickly due to fluctuating unemployment, Turkish people usually voted along employment


figures\textsuperscript{203} rather than inflation.\textsuperscript{204}

As a center-right, Erdogan always believed that unstoppable growth can create employment and the government can take measures to tame inflation at the same time, an economic paradox that Erdogan claims doesn't exist. Early in 2012, Erdogan fabricated the term "interest rate lobby", referring to demands that the Central Bank should raise interest rates to control inflation and depreciating local currency. Whenever the economy went south, Erdogan blamed "global interest lobby" or "Western financiers."\textsuperscript{205}

Fast forward to 2013, the Turkish economy rebounded. In May 2013, Erdogan was bragging about paying off the entire debt to IMF, borrowed during the 2001 financial crisis. Dealing with the IMF has become synonymous to an economic crisis in Turkey. Closing a chapter with the world's biggest financial organization meant that Turkey is growing at a pace that was unseen in the past several decades.\textsuperscript{206}

Coincidentally, May 2013 was also the starting point of nationwide protests. What


l%20elections%20were%20held%20in,off%20for%20August%20unnecessary.


had started as a modest environmental sit-in had morphed into nationwide demonstrations after police brutality and the government's indifference to demands. The currency tanked and Turkish markets plummeted. Since economic stability is the single most important achievement that the Turkish government is sitting on, Erdogan started conspiracy spree, accusing the West, Israel and, again, interest-rate lobby for attacking Turkey's economy.\textsuperscript{207} For Erdogan, these protests couldn't be a coincidence that they erupted at the same time when Turkey paid off its debt to the IMF. In dozens of parallel demonstrations he held, Erdogan suggested international conspiracy with financial interests that were behind the protests.\textsuperscript{208}

One of Erdogan's chief economic advisers even suggested that Germany's flagship airlines Lufthansa was behind the anti-government protests across Turkey as part of an international conspiracy to prevent Erdogan from building a large airport outside of Istanbul.\textsuperscript{209}

Following a referendum in Turkey, the rationale of an Erdogan supporter summarized well why his base still continue voting for him despite his iron fist rule. He told The New York Times that the current crises in the Turkish economy validate rather


than undermine the decision "to grant more power to Mr. Erdogan. In Mr. Oezdemir’s view, the president would have been able to turn the economy around by now but had been restricted by the actions of the political opposition."210

An analysis by a research center showed that many people are worried that all economic progress will go away if Erdogan loses the government. "Many worry that all these social and economic advances will be reversed if Erdogan leaves office, reversing the country’s drift towards passive secularism buoyed by welfare policies and improvements in people’s living standards."211

The most recent survey by Pew Research Center in Turkey revealed that people are most concerned about rising prices (61 percent). The gap between rich and poor (55 percent), lack of employment opportunities (51 percent) were top concerns as well.212

In December 2016, the Turkish local currency lira again started freefalling. It plunged into record lows, reinforcing concerns that inflation is going up and the economy is headed into a worse direction. As it was the case in the past, Erdogan again used his oldest political trick by attacking "others" who "targeted Turkey" to create this economic


Whatever you have in foreign currency, exchange them into Turkish lira. That way you would disrupt others' plot. Remember they did similar things in the past. They did the same thing before. They did it in 2007-08. What did I say then? I would bypass. And again I am saying the same thing. It will bypass."

Turkey borrowed heavily after 2008-09 financial crisis thanks to U.S. Federal Reserve's zero interest rates. But a strong recovery in the U.S. hit Turkish local currency lira hard, causing high inflation in food and fuel.

“This is a classical case of populism,” Jacob F. Kirkegaard, a senior fellow at the Peterson Institute for International Economics in Washington told The New York Times. “It can get you growth for some time, but there’s a bill that comes due. And when the bill comes due, populists tend to get more authoritarian and oppressive.” Another economist, Selva Demiralp, who is a lecturer at Koc University in Istanbul said the increase in unemployment put more pressure on Erdogan to "press his growth agenda and his


In August 2018, President Trump sent out a couple of tweets, denouncing Turkey for refusing to free Pastor Andrew Brunson and imposing sanctions on Turkey's exports. The currency immediately plunged.

Erdogan and his government unsurprisingly portrayed the economic meltdown as an economic war waged by the West.

"I am telling you: Let's get dollars, euros, gold and exchange them for Turkish lira. Let's wage our independence and prosperity war in this field against them. Because they [Western powers] only understand this language. They threaten us."

Throughout summer 2018, Erdogan described the currency free-fall as an attack against Turkey. "We know very well that things are not about dollars, euros or gold. These are bullets, ammunition, missiles of the economic war opened against our country," Erdogan said.


Chapter IX.
Cultural Insecurity in Turkey

One of the biggest characteristics of a populist leader, as was discussed in this paper previously, is confrontation – the construction of real or imagined enemies. It is also one of the most essential ingredients in a populism recipe. Turkish President Erdogan is no stranger to this.\footnote{220}{Francisco Panizza, \textit{Populism and the Mirror of Democracy}. (London: Verso, 2005)}

Attacking political opponents, journalists, the establishment, imaginary enemies both at home and abroad have been his signature policy item for more than a decade now. That is largely aided by a receptive audience, which has always harbored negative opinion about foreign powers. According to the 2015 Pew Research Center survey, when asked about their opinion regarding different countries, Turkish people were largely skeptical about them. Even European Union, a bloc that Turkey wanted to join for decades has 49 percent of unfavorability rating. Only 29 percent of respondents in Turkey have favorable view of the U.S., Turkey's chief ally, and 23 percent for NATO.\footnote{221}{“Turks Share Dismal Views of Foreign Powers,” \textit{Pew Research Center}, October 15, 2015, https://www.pewglobal.org/2015/10/15/deep-divisions-in-turkey-as-election-nears/turkey-report-11-2/}

In a country where kids were taught in an elementary school that their country is surrounded either by seas or enemies, there is no wonder that populist leaders can seize
this opportunity to create enemies and pit their electorate against them to score political points.

In the case of Turkey, Erdogan’s case is not without a reason or a rationale. For decades, Turkey’s democracy had been interrupted in every ten years through a military intervention. The military establishment was so powerful that no judge could independently rule in matters that the military deemed as a red line. That was true for media publications as well.\footnote{Umit Cizre, "The Anatomy of the Turkish Military's Political Autonomy," \textit{Comparative Politics} 29, no. 2 (January 1997): 151-166.} Most of the time, it was the conservative people or governments that paid the price. One of them was Recep Tayyip Erdogan.\footnote{"Istanbul Mayor, an Islamist, Is Given 10-Month Jail Term," \textit{New York Times}, April 22, 1998, https://www.nytimes.com/1998/04/22/world/istanbul-mayor-an-islamist-is-given-10-month-jail-term.html.}

When he was mayor of Istanbul, representing one of the Islamist governments, Erdogan was sent to prison for reciting a poem that disturbed military-backed judiciary in 1997. His imprisonment was an epitome for a country that censored anyone who spoke up against the military or hinted a religious revival. His government led by Islamist and late Prime Minister Necmettin Erbakan were forced to resign by the military.\footnote{Deborah Sontag, "The Erdogan Experiment," \textit{The New York Times Magazine}, May 11, 2003, https://www.nytimes.com/2003/05/11/magazine/the-erdogan-experiment.html.}

The next coalition government, led by three incompetent ministers, was such a failure that a small spat between President Ahmet Necdet Sezer and Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit sent Turkish markets into a crushing financial crash. Turkey’s wealth halved overnight. It was such a devastating economic crisis that 19 banks had to declare
bankruptcy. That economic crisis, coupled with the prime minister’s deteriorating health, sent the country to early elections, paving the way for Erdogan to win.²²⁵

To give the appropriate context, Erdogan came to power against the backdrop of such a backward country – recovering from a financial crisis and a military coup, political chaos. When Erdogan came to power, the military, judiciary and the media were extremely hostile. It would take a political maverick like Erdogan to survive all types of threats. Erdogan and his new government understood that having elected in a popular voting didn’t mean anything in Turkey unless you avoided disturbing the powerful military, which forced his government to resign just few years ago. To avoid a similar scenario, the Erdogan government started EU accession negotiations.²²⁶ The membership talks required Turkey to tame its military and limit its role in politics. That process ended in 2010 referendum, in which the AKP government, backed by 58 percent of the votes, changed the Constitution and transformed the country into largely civilian political system and bureaucracy.²²⁷ Erdogan would later exploit this freedom and lack of checks on his power


and weaken judiciary, stifle dissent and co-opt the opposition.\textsuperscript{228}

Erdogan’s fan base have a first-hand experience in 1990s what it means to have coalition governments, political turmoil and economic troubles. They also know that Erdogan had to survive through thick and thin to assert his authority. Having this background will make it much easier for Erdogan to exploit this “victimhood” for his favor.\textsuperscript{229}

The conservative people in Turkey, which make up more than half of Erdogan’s electorate, gained such a dignity, recognition, freedoms and rights that were unimaginable just a decade ago. Until 2008, for example, women who wore an Islamic veil were not allowed to enter into a university. Until 2013, they were not allowed to serve in the government.\textsuperscript{230}

This social, political and economic progress that conservative people enjoy is such a high status that they keep voting for Erdogan not to lose them. In almost every election, Erdogan keeps reminding conservative Turkish people that they can lose what they gained under his leadership. A closer look at Erdogan’s rhetoric, campaign speeches and partisan


literature will reveal that he is using every trick in his populist playbook to install fear into the hearts and minds of his supporters, cast others as a threat to their status and way of life.  

When *The New York Times* talked to one of the voters following 2017 referendum on constitutional changes, she said Erdogan had expanded certain democratic freedoms in Turkey — in particular, freedom of religion. “Ten years ago, Ms. Arslan was unable to attend a Turkish university because women like her who wore head scarves were barred from studying there, a result of rules established by Mr. Erdogan’s predecessors, who were seen as enforcing a repressive form of secularism.” The issue of headscarf is such a politically explosive matter that Erdogan brings it up at every turn during electoral campaigns. “For a large, pious section of the population, Mr. Erdogan therefore represents freedom from a kind of oppression that characterized Turkey throughout most of the 20th century,” Patrick Kingsley writes. “I don’t want to go back to that era,” Ms. Arslan, with whom *The New York Times* spoke, said as she justified her support for Erdogan in the referendum.  

Before every election, Erdogan usually ramped up his nationalistic rhetoric for a better showing at the polls. Only in 2015 elections, Erdogan was supporting a Kurdish peace initiative and those peace negotiations cost him parliamentary elections. His

---


government refused to form a coalition government for two months, refused to continue peace talks with Kurds, violated the ceasefire and called for an early elections. Few months later, Erdogan’s party recouped all the lost votes and again become a single-party majority in the Parliament.233

“Mr. Erdogan’s nationalism contributes to his popularity, too. Western observers were horrified by his recent spats with Europe, in which Mr. Erdogan accused Dutch and German politicians of Nazism for refusing permission for aides to campaign there for the Turkish referendum. He has also picked fights with Kurdish militants when it suited his purposes,” The New York Times reported in 2017.234

For the majority of Turkey’s rural electorate (with the exception of the Kurdish southeast, also largely rural, which opposed the referendum), Kabouche argues, Erdogan embodies political stability, religious freedom and a more than a decade of economic success. “For a large, pious section of the population, Erdogan represents a defender against the assertive secularism that had been dominant in Turkey throughout most of the 20th century.”235

---


Chapter X.

Discussion

The victory of Donald Trump in the U.S. presidential elections in 2016, followed by a surprising defeat of Remain campaign in the U.K. a few months earlier, has raised alarm bells among liberal and pro-democracy circles in the U.S. and around the world. Donald Trump kept highlighting the “movement” he started and warned time is up for the elite, the establishment and special interest groups.

Hillary Clinton, Trump’s challenger, was criticized for ignoring blue collar workers that led to her defeat. Instead of denouncing her poor showing in the polls and the lack of messaging for jobs during the campaign (which was not the case), many journalists preferred to find a relationship between Trump’s victory and racism and sexism that was prevalent among Trump’s supporters. A day after the elections, liberal media started characterizing Trump’s victory as a “whitelash” (backlash by white voters) rather than a message about jobs and the economy.

A number of studies, research papers and surveys dug deeper into Trump country and supporters to understand who drove those people to vote for the Republican candidate. The economy was doing well. So it could not be the economy. Clinton did better among poor demographics. So it could not be the jobs.

Researchers found a strong link between voting for Trump and being non-college educated, white, Christian and male. These people were not poor. These people did not lose their jobs (not most of them at least). These people were not at a disadvantaged position. The only thing they feared was the future. Economic fatalism – the idea that the
future looks bleak in financial perspective and cultural insecurity – the idea that racial progress is a threat to privileged white and Christian identity were two driving factors that attracted white working-class male Americans to Trump.

Most of these findings, unfortunately, were manipulated by the liberal, mainstream media. They were trying to make a point that Trump supporters are racists, sexists and a bunch of Christian evangelicals who feared that demographics was not going to be in their favor. While this was largely true, most media reports on origins of Trump’s victory missed the economic aspect of it.

The primary reason why the economic side of the story was overlooked was because the economy was booming, unemployment was in record lows and businesses were thriving. What they missed to see was that those who felt both cultural and financially insecure voted for Trump. Most of these people were:

1 – White (Feared that racial progress was a threat to privileged white identity)
2 – Male (Feared that the American culture was being too feminine)
3 – Christian (Feared that Christianity was under siege)
4 – Non-college education (Feared that most unskilled jobs will be automated/outsourced)
5 – Low credit score (Feared that it would hurt financially in the long run)
6 – Worked in environmentally polluting jobs like steel, oil or coal

Trump represented a safe bet. Trump promised them that he would curb immigration (protect the white majority), eliminate free trade deals (protect their jobs), prevent jobs from leaving the U.S. (eliminate outsourcing), get rid of environmental regulations (protect oil, steel and coal jobs), put America First (end America’s
international humiliation).

The studies and surveys were so consistent that there is almost no doubt that millions of white working-class and non-college educated, rural Americans voted for Trump because they saw their economic future as bleak and felt cultural insecure and threatened. Trump’s divisive, populist rhetoric was music to their ears. Trump was a “leader” who encouraged them to abandon “political correctness” and created “enemies” for them to fight against (elite groups, special interest groups, minorities, undocumented immigrants, the establishment) – two main ingredients that make up a populist movement.

In Turkey, the situation was not different in a major way. President Recep Tayyip Erdogan is a typical populist leader – charismatic and successful politician who can easily consolidate his fan base and create “appropriate enemies” to fight against. Erdogan is particularly dangerous because he has a solid track record and the establishment in Turkey in fact did fight against his government and Islamist-tinged ideology.

In Erdogan’s Turkey, we see a recurring theme during every election in which Erdogan is warning against returning to “dark old days in 1990s.” That period is characterized with two devastating economic crises and a prolonged political turmoil. Erdogan came to power against this background and constantly scare his constituents by reminding the turbulence that defined the 1990s. Erdogan and his government frequently draw a dystopian scenario in which the government is gone and the alternative plunges Turkey into darkness.

In almost every election and referendum, people kept voting for the government of Erdogan – for 17 years. This is unprecedented for Turkish people, who are known for
changing their governments in every few years. Erdogan came to represent a stable political government that delivered on economic front. Afraid of losing this status, Turkish people time and again backed Erdogan and his party in elections and polls.

In Turkey, during periods of slight economic stagnation, Erdogan promised that financial crises would only bypass Turkey, assured the public that as long as he is ruling the nation, they will not experience an economic difficulty. Despite all these, people only increased the percentage of AKP’s victory in every elections.

Erdogan also kept scaring people with his alternative. For him, the conservative people had to back him up because the alternative would end their tutelage, ban headscarves and make them second class citizens again. The fear of losing economic stability and all the cultural and social gains constantly motivated tens of millions of people to pick Erdogan despite many of his fallacies. The alternative, to put it simply, could be too costly.
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